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Preface

This report describes work performed during the third phase (January 12, 1997 - April 15,
1998) of a three-phase, cost-shared subcontract with NREL entitled “CIS Photovoltaic
Technology”.  The subcontract is one component of the NREL Thin Film Partnership
Program.  Remarkably high conversion efficiencies (15 - 17.6%) have been
demonstrated for small area Cu(In,Ga)Se2 devices in the U.S., Europe, and Japan.  A
major objective of this subcontract has been to demonstrate the preparation of high
quality CIGS material over large areas (0.43 m2) using novel equipment and processes
that are adaptable to high throughput manufacturing.  Using this material, glass-glass
laminated CIGS PV modules have been produced in a pilot line.  Research results
generated by other components of the Thin Film Partnership Program and working groups
have been incorporated as needed.

Needless to say, the results described here could not have been achieved without the
diligent efforts of the EPV research, engineering and support staff.  Other institutions and
individuals have also contributed significantly.  At NREL we would like to thank S.
Asher, H. Field, A. Franz, R. Matson, A. Mason, and A. Swartzlander for invaluable
material and device characterization, T. Coutts, T. McMahon, and  J. Tuttle for helpful
technical discussions, and especially R. Noufi for his consistent help to industry to
advance CIGS technology.  On the program side, we are indebted to H. Ullal and K.
Zweibel for their unflagging interest and support.  We have benefited also through
interaction with the Institute of Energy Conversion/University of Delaware, and through
participation in the substrate/Mo/Na working group in collaboration with Colorado State
University, the University of Illinois, International Solar Electric Technology, and
Lockheed Martin Astronautics.
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Summary

Energy Photovoltaics, Inc. has explored novel sequential formation recipes for CIGS that
can be implemented on a unique pilot line constructed to coat low cost, glass substrates
4300 cm2 in area.  One particular feature of this line is the use of  proprietary linear
sources capable of downwards evaporation.

Implementation of a particular CIGS recipe on the pilot line enabled large area modules
to be prepared with efficiencies up to 7.6%.  In this recipe, InxGaySez is formed on the
substrate, followed by metal deposition to supply the Cu, and the resulting precursor is
selenized and terminated with additional In and Ga.

Electrical resistance monitoring of the film was shown capable of indicating the
temperature of compound formation and detecting termination.  Both IGS and CIGS films
were analyzed by X-ray diffraction; no binary phases were detected in the CIGS, while
peaks attributed to CIGS and CGS were observed, as well as CIS.  The diffusion and
reaction of Ga was studied by deposition of Ga at different temperatures onto Ga-free
precursors followed by selenization and Auger depth profiling.

The substrate/Mo/Na working group (EPV, ISET, LMA, UI, CSU, NREL) studied Na in
Mo, and the effect of Na on devices, finding it beneficial except at concentrations
exceeding 0.4%.  SIMS profiles suggested segregation of Na towards the Mo interface.

Properties of large area, magnetron sputtered ZnO:Al were: sheet resistance 24 Ω/sq.,
transmission 82%, conductivity 440 S cm-1.  Preheating of the glass was found to increase
the conductivity.

Devices prepared using a baseline CIGS process averaged 11.7% in efficiency.
Considerable efforts were expended studying dark aging effects, light-induced recovery,
and cyclic effects in devices utilizing this process, and the effect of moisture on CIGS
prior to device fabrication.  Later it was discovered that a new CIGS process developed at
EPV yielded devices that did not suffer from dark aging effects.  This promising process
was termed the FORNAX process.  It remains to be implemented on the pilot line.

Modules and minimodules were prepared using a diode-laser-pumped YAG laser for the
Mo patterning, and mechanical scribing for the subsequent cuts.  A 9.7% minimodule was
demonstrated.

Large area CIGS formation involves the use of linear sources, and thickness profiles were
presented for simple and optimized linear sources.  An unencapsulated module producing
25 watts  (7.65% aperture area efficiency) was produced.

Using a new diagnostic technique, the fill factor of a CIGS module was decomposed into
contributions from the intrinsic device fill factor and ZnO sheet resistance.
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Introduction

Thin film photovoltaic modules based on Cu(In,Ga)Se2 have been shown to possess
attributes that should enable them to compete effectively with silicon-based modules, and
that should ultimately allow realization of a lower $/Wp cost figure.  These attributes are
stability, high efficiency, and low materials cost.  In addition,

The following guiding principles have been observed by Energy Photovoltaics, Inc. in its
development of CIS and CIGS technology.  Firstly, for safety reasons, solid elemental
selenium is used, and not hydrogen selenide; secondly, an all-vacuum process is used to
ensure even, defect-free coating and impurity control; thirdly, scaleable deposition methods
are used (and where needed, developed); and lastly, the substrate is glass, the flattest,
lowest cost substrate available offering structural support and high temperature capability.
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1.0  CIGS Deposition and Analysis

1.1  Review of General Principles for Forming Device-Quality CIS or CIGS Films

We present below guidelines for producing device-quality CIGS.  This review was previously
presented by EPV in [1].

Adhesion
• For Mo, utilize a bilayer structure (thin, high ρ, highly adherent layer grown at

high pressure, followed by thicker, low ρ layer at low press.)
• For CIGS, provide a suitable adhesion layer, by accident or design

Sodium
• Arrange for adequate Na source (soda lime glass or extrinsic source, Mo type and

[O])

Cu-rich matrix
• Provide a Cu-rich precursor (or CIS + CuxSe) with Cu/In > 1
• CuxSe phase melts at T = 525 oC, offering possibility of recrystallization
• Supply In, (Ga), and Se to convert CuxSe to CIS (CIGS), preferably at T = 550 oC,

to provide an In-rich surface layer (termination), and to arrive at a global
composition 0.86 < Cu/(In+Ga) < 0.96.

Se overpressure
• Form stable binary and ternary phases during growth, not termination
• Use Se/metal flux ratios of 3 for Cu-Se binaries or ternaries, 5 for (In,Ga)-Se

binaries
• Thus In2Se + Se → InSe or In2Se3 inhibiting In loss via In2Se desorption

In-Ga profile and bandgap grading
• CIS on CGS (CuGaSe2) is superior to CIS only, presumably because of a back-

surface field; if Ga in precursor only, it segregates at back.  Best devices are CIGS
absorber on CGS; Ga supplied at high temp.

• Termination processes (e.g. in 3-stage recipes) result in a desirable notch structure
(or double conduction bandedge grading)

Built-in shallow n-p junction
• Promote surface 1:3:5 composition n-OVC layer (bulk CIS is p-type); see also

buffer layer

Buffer layer (e.g. CBD CdS)
• a physical barrier layer to limit sputter damage
• other possible roles are to enhance character of OVC, dope surface n-type by Cd

incorporation, change conductivity of bulk
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Compatible transparent conductor
• ZnO (0.05 µm i-ZnO + 0.5 µm-ZnO:Al) + optional AR coating

1.2  Review of General Categories of Absorber Formation Processes (for CIS and CIGS)

This section reviews and describes the main categories of absorber formation recipes
appearing in the literature.  The review was originally presented in [1].

(1)  One-stage (coevaporation of all elements at all times)

variations: constant or variable rates (Boeing bilayer; in-line processing)

• at 450 C, Cu + In + Ga + Se → CIGS/CuxSe
• at 550 C, with Cu flux↓ CIGS/CuxSe + Cu + In + Ga + Se → CIGS

In↑, Ga↓ = normal grading
ditto, then inverse = double grading

cool to 350 C in 20 min. in Se.

(2)  Two-stage (coevaporation/termination)

• at 500 C, Cu + In + Ga + Se → CIGS/CuxSe
• at 550 C, CIGS/CuxSe + In + Ga + Se → CIGS (no Cu in 2nd stage) overall time

30 min.

(3)  Three-stage (sequential delivery of metals with Se/termination)

• at 260 - 300 C, In + Ga + Se → (In,Ga)Sex hexagonal
• at 550 C, (In,Ga)Sex + Cu + Se → CIGS/CuxSe (Se prevents In loss)
• at 550 C, CIGS/CuxSe + In + Ga + Se → CIGS (10-15% In,Ga added) overall

time 50 min., typically 2.7 µm film, cool to 350 C in 20 min. in Se

Simplifies in situ process control
Radius of In atom < Ga; strain lowered by outdiffusion of In leaving Ga at back.  Ga
placed at surface in termination step.

(4)  Selenization (sequential delivery of metals without Se/compound formation in Se
vapor)

• at low T, (Cu,In) + (Cu,Ga) → CuxIn + CuyGa + Cu + In
• + Se during temperature ramp → CuxSe + (In,Ga)ySe
• at 450 C, + Se → CIGS

Separates deposition processes from thermal/chemical processes
Either H2Se or elemental Se vapor is used
Complex reactions
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(5)  Sequential process with compound source (Se-containing precursor/selenization)

• at low T, precursor formation
• at high T, compound formation

Examples:

• 200 C, evaporated InSex (amorphous) + Cu
• selenize → CIS (bilayer)

• Cu + InSex

• selenize → CIS (poor adhesion)

Cu front moves through film, CuxSe promotes recrystallization
Use few nm of GaSex to promote adhesion

• (thin adhesion layer) + Cu + InSex + GaSex → CIGS (by XRD)

• GaSex + Cu + InSex → CIS + CIGS (by XRD)

(6)  Sequential process with compound source and termination

(7)  Stacked elemental layers with selenization

• at RT, metal stack + a-Se (30% excess)
• RTP to avoid dewetting of Se at 100 - 200 C; some In loss

At 300 C, Cu4In  InSe  CuSe  CIS
     400 C,                      CuSe  CIS
     500 C,                                 CIS
     550 C,                                 CIS CIGS
Na promotes presence of CuSe at higher temperatures

• Other variable gap structures
• at 500 C, Cu + Ga + Se → CGS + CuxSe (CGS is small-grained)
• at 550 C, + In + Se → CIGS (by XRD)
     If Ga and In are interchanged, the product is CGS + CIS

1.3.  Absorber Formation

1.31  Review of EPV’s CIGS formation processes

Prior to the end of this subcontract, EPV progressed to the third of its absorber formation
processes. The first process was vacuum selenization of metal precursors. The second
process can be described as a sequential process with compound source and termination
[2,3].  It is the process by which EPV’s best large area modules have been made, and
unless otherwise indicated, it is the subject of most of the work reported here.  EPV’s third
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process has been designated the FORNAX process.  It differs in the substrate temperature
during Cu delivery (among other matters), and results in higher open-circuit voltages and
superior cell stability.

1.32  Resistance monitoring

Differences in carrier concentration can be used to distinguish between Cu-rich and Cu-
poor CIS films, thereby avoiding the continuous monitoring and rate integration of the
evaporant fluxes with sophisticated instrumentation.  Stoichiometric or Cu-poor CIS films
have hole concentrations less than 1016 cm-3, while the presence of the Cu2-xSe phase in
Cu-rich CIS films abruptly raises the hole concentration to 1019 - 1020 cm-3 with profound
effects on emissivity and electrical conductivity [4].  The former property has been
exploited by Matsushita to develop a temperature monitoring technique to identify the
compositional transition under conditions of constant thermal radiation [5].  In-situ
conductivity measurements have been performed previously to study the reaction kinetics
of CIS and CGS films deposited by a sequential process directly on glass [6].  We have
investigated the continuous monitoring of the electrical conductivity during the deposition
process for its utility in identifying the Cu-rich to Cu-poor transition.

Instead of a specially patterned Mo, the laser-scribed Mo typically employed for module
fabrication was used as the back contact to the CIGS film.  Precursors were deposited in
the pilot line on the laser-scribed Mo.  Electrical connection to the Mo was made at the
sample ends with pressure point contacts.  The total electrical resistance is then the sum of
the resistances of the Mo film and the forming CIGS film across each laser scribe.  The
contribution to the total resistance from the glass was found to be less than 1% at all
temperatures explored, although evidence for sodium ion migration in the glass was
observed when alternating bias polarity, particularly at temperatures above 400°C.
Because the sheet resistance of the Mo film is low (~2 Ω/ ), its contribution to the total
electrical resistance could also be neglected under most conditions.  Resistance was
monitored directly in a two-wire configuration.  An ohmic contact was verified after each
experiment with a 10V IV measurement.

Two precursors were prepared, one designed to yield only slightly Cu-rich CIGS (A), the
other more Cu-rich CIGS (B).  Two adjacent samples from precursor A and one sample
from precursor B were selenized independently from 225°-530°C under a continuous flux
of Se.  One of the samples from precursor A was terminated with 500  In while the
substrate was at 530°C to convert it from Cu-rich to Cu-poor.  After selenization, EPMA
was performed at 20 kV on all three samples to determine Cu/(In+Ga).  The sheet
resistance of the three films, calculated from the scribe dimensions, and the substrate
temperature profile are plotted in Figure 1.1 as a function of the selenization time.
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Figure 1.1.  Sheet resistance during the formation of CIGS films with and without a
termination step.

In all cases, there was little change in the sheet resistance up to a temperature of about
375°C at which point it increased rapidly until reaching a peak at about 475°C.  This is
consistent with reports that CIS forms by the two step process at about 450°C [7].   The
sheet resistance of the CIGS made from the more Cu-rich precursor B (Cu/(In+Ga) = 1.21)
was found to increase steadily during the soak at the terminal temperature of 530°C, while
the sheet resistance of CIGS from precursor A (no termination, Cu/(In+Ga) = 1.07) reached
an equilibrium after 5” at 530°C.  This result may be explained by a more defective grain
structure or grain boundaries in Cu-rich CIGS films.  It is likely that phase segregation
related to precursor preparation could lead to similar behavior in Cu-poor CIGS films.

Upon initiating the termination process for precursor A, the sheet resistance rose quickly
and then stabilized before the In source was shuttered.  After the shutter was closed, the
sheet resistance re-stabilized at a value 1.2x that of the non-terminated film.  After cooling to
475°C, the sheet resistance of the Cu-poor film was greater than 2x that of the Cu-rich film.
Upon cooling to room temperature, the sheet resistances of the terminated (Cu-poor) and
non-terminated (Cu-rich) CIGS films were 5.3 x 107 and 3.0 x 104 Ω/ , respectively.  The
terminated film was found to have Cu/(In+Ga) = 0.91.  The relatively small difference in
sheet resistance between Cu-rich and Cu-poor films at high temperature is evidence that the
carrier concentrations are in the intrinsic range.

1.33  Effect of the evolution of compound source material on termination

A proprietary source material deposited by evaporation is used at EPV to form CIGS films.
Evolution of the source material has been observed by Auger depth profiling of films
deposited by completely evaporating a charge of the source onto cold substrates.  The
evolution occurs primarily during the deposition of the last 50% of the charge.  The effect
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of this evolution on device properties has been explored.  A charge sufficient for several
terminations was loaded into an evaporation boat.  Approximately ½ the charge was
evaporated off before starting this set of experiments.  Thus, these experiments represent
the last 50% of the source lifetime.

Identical precursor material was selenized and terminated in three successive depositions
and the device properties of the resulting CIGS was evaluated.  The termination step was
conducted according to a recipe currently optimized for device efficiency.  The best device
characteristics from each deposition are listed in the table below.  Evaluation of three
devices on each sample show a small improvement in Voc and a larger improvement in fill
factor with successive depositions.  It is encouraging that the magnitude of the
improvement in efficiency is relatively small.

Table 1.1.  Effect of the termination step on device characteristics as a function of the
fraction of source material remaining.

sample # source life
%

Voc
mV

Jsc
mA/cm2

FF
%

Eff.
%

814B-3H3 33-50 510 34.5 64.5 11.3
814B-3H2 17-33 519 33.2 66.1 11.4
814B-3H1 0-17 519 35.0 69.6 12.6

 
1.4  Structure, Composition, and Profiling

1.41  XRD of InGaSe and CIGS films

Two InGaSe films on Mo were analyzed by XRD (see Table 1.2).  The first one, 811B, was
a film deposited in the pilot system.  The nominal substrate temperature during deposition
was 300°C.  The second film, 860-1, was deposited in the R&D reactor at a substrate
temperature of 300°C and is about 1200  thick.  No additional Se was present during either
deposition.

The concentration of In, Ga, and Se in these two films is given at the bottom of Table 1.2.
The concentration of 860-1 had to be measured by XPS because of the thinness of the film.
The ratio Ga/(Ga+In) as well as Se/(Ga+In+Se) is considerably higher for 811B than 860-1.
The only significant peak in sample 811B is attributed to Ga2Se3 (200).  Sample 860-1 is
essentially amorphous.  We believe film 811B can be explained by an evolution of the
source towards more Ga- and Se-rich compounds as the more volatile Se-poor selenides of
In and Ga (resp.) leave.  Whether a base layer with these characteristics is necessary or
desirable for reliable and efficient devices remains to be seen.
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Table 1.2.  InGaSe phases observed by XRD.

comp. 811B 860-1
% d rel. int. d rel. int. desig. mat. desig. d

4.1449 2 4.160 2 InSe (004) 4.1700
3.1553 12 - - Ga2Se3 (200) 3.1500
2.2265 100 2.2276 100 Mo (110) 2.2247
1.2962 2 1.2947 2 - -
1.2856 2 1.2865 2 Mo (211) 1.2847
1.2811 2 1.2835 2 - -
1.2729 2 1.2796 2 - -
1.1135 4 1.1135 4 Mo (220) 1.1129
1.1105 4 1.1057 2 - -

In 17.6 EPMA 33.2 XPS
Ga 26.1 EPMA 27.1 XPS
Se 56.3 EPMA 39.7 XPS

Two CIGS films were submitted for XRD analysis (see Table 1.3 below).  The first one,
740B2, was formed entirely within the pilot line and was cut from the module submitted to
NREL before encapsulation.  This plate had a thin termination with InGaSe (approximately
5% of the total In+Ga).  The second sample 743b-1r1, was a pilot line precursor cut up and
selenized in the R&D reactor with no terminating step.  Also included in Table 1.3 is XRD
data from a CIS film (no Ga) selenized in the R&D reactor (H1a) that was taken several
years ago.

Table 1.3.  CIGS phases observed by XRD.

740B2 743b-1r1 H1a
d rel.

int.
d rel.

int.
d rel.

int.
desig. mat. desig. d

present - 5.1811 4 5.1945 2 CIS (101) 5.1700
3.3385 100 3.3434 100 3.3491 100 CIS (112) 3.3510
3.2501 20 3.2454 15 - - CuIn0.3Ga0.7Se2

(112)
3.2500

3.2224 15 - - 3.2227 3 CIS (111) 3.2200
present - 2.5225 4 2.5268 2 CIS (211) 2.5280
2.2308 250 2.2318 104 2.2328 20 Mo (110) 2.2247
2.0456 45 2.0465 31 2.0496 16 CIS (220) 2.0460
1.9880 7 1.9870 5 - - CGS (220) 1.9870
1.7453 20 1.7459 13 1.7467 8 CIS (312) 1.7450
1.7264 8 1.7233 4 - - CuIn0.7Ga0.3Se2

(312)
1.7280

1.4487 5 present - 1.4469 2 CIS (400) 1.4460
1.3278 5 1.3278 4 1.3296 3 CIS (332) 1.3250
1.2880 5 1.2874 4 - - Mo (211) 1.2847
1.1824 5 1.1815 4 1.1842 2 CIS (424) 1.1820
1.1151 15 1.1159 6 - CIS (512) 1.1130
- - 1.1123 4 1.1144 2 Mo (220) 1.1129
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The first observation is that all the films have a preferred (112) orientation.  The sample
made entirely within the pilot line is less oriented than the sample selenized in the R&D
reactor.  Neither of these first two Ga-containing samples have as strong a preferred
orientation as the CIS film.  No discernible peaks were found that can be attributed to
binary phases in any of the films.  There are three peaks of significant amplitude found in
the two films with Ga that are not found in the Ga-free CIS film.  The three peaks can be
attributed to phases of CIGS and CGS.  The strongest CGS peak (112. d-3.2100) was not
found but may be buried within the CIS (111) peak at d-3.2200. The CGS (220) peak at d-
1.9870 was identified.  The peak attributed to CuIn0.7Ga0.3Se2 (312) was identified directly
from the JCPDS-ICDD file for that compound.  The d- value for CuIn0.3Ga0.7Se2 was
identified by interpolating between experimental data taken from bulk CIGS samples.  The
presence of a number of phases with various Ga concentrations is not surprising, given the
large gradients of Ga through these films as detected by Auger.  What is surprising is that
any phase exists with a high enough concentration to be identified as a single peak, instead
of appearing as a broad peak with small amplitude, a result of “smearing”.

1.42  Ga composition profiles

It is generally difficult to incorporate an appreciable amount of Ga in the active region of a
CIGS film formed by the simple selenization of metallic precursors.  Regardless of its
location in the precursor stack, Ga has been observed to segregate to the back of the film
and the resulting film is phase-separated with CGS near the Mo electrode and CIS at the
film surface for Ga/(Ga+In) < 0.6 [8].  This segregation has been thought to occur because
of the lower temperatures required to form CIS compared to CGS.  An experiment was
conducted to test this hypothesis.

A Ga-free precursor was prepared by evaporating 300  In2Se3 onto a 1 ft2 Mo-coated
substrate, followed by the sequential evaporation of Cu and In, such that the Cu/In in the
precursor was about 1.20.  In2Se3 was used to improve the adhesion of the CIS film to the
Mo.  The plate was cut into smaller sections and the individual pieces were selenized from
180°-520°C and in three separate experiments identical amounts of elemental Ga were
evaporated (3 /sec.) while soaking at different temperatures.  The amount of Ga evaporated
was chosen to make the final film slightly Cu-poor.  The three soak temperatures examined
were 250°, 375°, and 425°C.  After selenization, a section from each CIGS film was
submitted for EPMA and Auger depth analysis.  The sample that had Ga deposited at
250°C had poor adhesion as determined by tape test while the other two samples had good
adhesion.

The EPMA done at 20kV for each of the samples is shown in Table 1.4.  The ratios of
Ga/(Ga+In) as calculated from the Auger data is shown in Figure 1.2.  Based on the Auger
data, the EPMA samples the atomic constituents at about 0.6µm from the surface.  The Ga
profile in the sample with Ga deposited at 250°C has a gaussian profile centered in the
middle of the film, while the profiles of the films with Ga deposited at 375° and 425°C
show the Ga is found primarily at the film surfaces with the concentration decreasing
rapidly away from the surface.  This implies that the Ga stops diffusing to the back (or In to
the surface) long before the film reaches 450°C.
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Table 1.4.  EPMA (20kV) of CIGS films with identical amounts of Ga deposited at various
substrate temperatures.

Ga dep. temp. Cu In Ga Se Ga/(Ga+In)
250° C 22.0 22.5 4.3 51.1 0.161
375° C 21.9 16.7 10.2 51.2 0.308
425° C 21.5 17.4 9.7 51.4 0.358

According to the standard growth model, CIS forms only at temperatures above 450°C.
Thus, it appears that Ga diffuses to the Mo not during the formation of CIS, but probably
during the reaction of In with Se to form InxSey compounds, which occurs at a lower
temperature than the formation of GaxSey compounds.  This suggests that precursors with
well-mixed selenides of In and Ga could yield CIGS films with only small gradients in
Ga/(Ga+In).  These conclusions are supported by earlier deposition experiments where
InGaSe/Cu precursors were selenized and made into devices with open-circuit voltages
over 600mV.
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 Figure 1.2.  Auger depth profiles of Ga/(Ga+In) in CIGS films with identical amounts of
Ga deposited at various substrate temperatures.

1.5  Findings of the Substrate/Mo/Na Working Group

The effect of sodium on device performance was studied using both Na-free glass and soda
lime glass and various levels of intentionally added Na.  Thus borosilicate glass (7059,
Lockheed Martin) was run side by side with soda lime glass (EPV) during precursor
deposition and selenization with elemental Se at EPV.  Sodium was incorporated into the
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films by evaporation of Na2S, the atomic % being estimated from the mass evaporated.
Devices were fabricated and characterized at EPV, and the films were analyzed by EPMA
(A. Swartzlander), SEM (R. Matson), SIMS (A. Rockett), and GIXRD (J. Ryker).

CIGS films on 7059 glass with no extrinsic Na appeared to be small-grained and buckled,
with large gaps between the Mo  and CIGS.  The addition of Na, up to a concentration of
0.4%, led to significantly larger grains and less delamination.  At 3% Na, the crystallinity
had degraded, the film was small-grained, and delamination was observed.

Device results are summarized in Table 1.5 below.  For devices on 7059 glass the fill factor
increased with increasing Na up to 0.4%, while Voc only improved at 3% Na.  For devices
on soda lime glass, the low-Na efficiency was higher, and the efficiency declined steadily
with increasing Na.

Table 1.5.  Effect of sodium on CIGS device performance

Sample Cu/(In+Ga) Na
(atom. %)

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF
(%)

Eff.
(%)

MM6b1 0.88 0 396 35.8 57.9 8.2
MM1a2/EPV2b 0.90/0.89 0.06 404/475 39.1/39.6 65.1/70.5 10.3/13.2
MM2a1/EPV3a 0.88/0.88 0.4 398/433 32.7/35.1 67.7/67.4 8.8/10.2
MM2a2/EPV2a 0.92/0.90 3.0 454/350 33.1/34.1 57.4/49.3 8.6/5.9

Work elsewhere has shown that Na is easily incorporated at the grain boundaries of
sputtered Mo films, while in CIS, Na decreases the activation energy for electrical
conductivity.  SIMS analysis (University of Illinois) of Mo sputtered by EPV, ISET, and
LMA revealed significant quantities of Na and O, with Na/O relatively constant within
each film.  The source of the O is believed to be residual gas in the sputtering system.
Annealed (450 °C, 20 mins) Mo/glass substrates yielded ten times more Na.  Attempted
selenization of Mo on glass yielded significant selenization depths with H2Se and little
selenization with elemental Se.  After H2Se selenization an increase in Na similar to that
resulting from annealing was found.

To study Na in CIS, CIS was coated on Mo/Slglass at EPV and ISET.  The EPV samples
exhibited almost an order of magnitude less Na near the outer surface, enhanced Na near
the Mo interface, and a larger sample-to-sample variation.  Possible explanations are
different selenization chemistry, or thermal exposure.  A typical SIMS profile of EPV
CIGS on Mo-coated soda-lime glass is shown in Figure 1.3.  The profiles are consistent
with segregation of Na toward the Mo interface, perhaps controlled by CIS microstructure.
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Figure 1.3.  SIMS profile for EPV CIGS on Mo-coated soda-lime glass.

2.0  Zinc Oxide

2.1  Deposition and Properties

The transparent conducting ZnO applied as the final layer in the thin film coating of the
module is magnetron sputtered from ceramic targets of ZnO:Al2O3 in a pulsed, bipolar
mode.  The sputtering gas is mostly argon, to which a small but carefully controlled
concentration of oxygen is added. The optimal amount of oxygen is a function of
deposition rate.  Film properties obtained on unheated glass substrates (4300 cm2 in area)
are:  sheet resistance 24 Ω/square, transmission 82% (for films about 0.95 µm in
thickness), and conductivity 440 S cm-1.  The optimal thickness for use in CIGS modules is
found by plotting properties on iso-efficiency contours for modules [1,3].  If ZnO of quality
equivalent to that produced at EPV by RF sputtering in an R&D machine could be
produced on the large substrates, then a 10% improvement in module fill factor and a 5%
improvement in module current could be obtained [9].  A likely route to film improvement
would seem to be substrate heating (see section 2.3 below).

Currently, a sputtering power of 1150 W is used, corresponding to a power density of 28.75
W/linear inch of racetrack.  The thermal limit of these ceramic targets is not known, but
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needs to be explored in order to minimize the number of ZnO cathodes used for high
volume manufacturing.

2.2  Doping and Impurities

For large area zinc oxide deposition, sputtering targets containing 1.3%, 1.7% and 2%
Al2O3 as the Al dopant source have been utilized.  The zinc oxide conductivity increased
from 410 S cm-1 to 440 S cm-1 after raising the Al2O3 concentration from 1.3% to 1.7%.

A puzzle related to unusual and inferior quality of RF sputtered ZnO was solved by
replacement of the argon gas cylinder.  The sheet resistance and weighted transmission of
films deposited on glass using the new and old gas cylinders are shown in Figure 2.1.  At a
given sheet resistance, the new cylinder resulted in superior IR transmission.  Impurities in
the old cylinder were almost certainly to blame for the problems.  It is believed that water
vapor was probably the culprit.
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Figure 2.1.  ZnO film characteristics before and after changing the Ar cylinder

2.3  Substrate Heating

Although the in-line sputtering system does not contain a substrate heater, nevertheless a
suggestive result of the effect of substrate heating was obtained by pre-heating the glass
substrate in an oven before insertion into the load lock.  Experiments were conducted with
both a single piece of glass, and a double stack for improved heat retention. Two scans
were made under the cathode for each substrate, giving a film thickness of about 0.3 µm.
A summary of the resulting ZnO film properties is given in Table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1.  Properties of ZnO prepared on unheated and pre-heated glass

Deposition Rsq
ohms/sq.

TIR
%

conductivity
(ohm cm)-1

standard 86 87.6 440
pre-heated (single) 67 88.5 500
pre-heated (double) 61 89.3 529

Both conductivity and transmission of the ZnO were improved by preheating the glass.
Substrate heaters have been designed for a larger in-line sputtering system recently
constructed and brought into operation at EPV.  It is anticipated that these heaters will be
installed in the near future.

3.0  Device Studies

3.1  Baseline Process

A substantial amount of effort has been placed on achieving a reproducible process for
making high efficiency CIGS in the R&D reactor by a selenization process that follows the
one used in the pilot system as close as possible.  Unfortunately, evolution of our standard
source material makes its use in such a process undesirable, so a more reproducible way of
depositing the base layer has been implemented.  Very satisfactory results have been
obtained with the codeposition of Ga and Se.  This approach has the advantage high Ga at
the Mo interface, documented in previous reports to be helpful to device fill factor and
open-circuit voltage, as well as excellent reproducibility.  The table below summarizes the
average characteristics of 22 devices evenly distributed over the substrate surface made by
this approach.

Table 3.1.  Average device characteristics for the baseline selenization process.

Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) Eff. (%)
459 37.0 69.1 11.7

3.2  Aging and Light-soaking Effects

3.21  Dark aging

Longer term stability testing of devices formed by our pilot line process (or slight
variations of) is underway.  The vast majority of devices tested thus far suffer from “light-
inhibited” degradation.  Devices are stored in lab ambient between testings.  A number of
runs have been followed for up to 75 days at which time the samples were exposed to a one
hour light-soak under approximately AM1.5 illumination in the same setup used for a-Si.
After cooling, the devices were re-measured.  The results of the first seven runs up to the
point just before light-soaking are shown in Figure 3.1.  Each run consists of about 24
devices whose characteristics are averaged.  Average efficiencies range from 9-12%.
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Generally, only the Voc and FF are followed as changes in Jsc have not been observed.
After 75 days, efficiencies have dropped to between 83-97% of their initial value.  The
change observed after one week is a good indicator of the potential longer term
degradation.
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Figure 3.1.  Effect of aging on average device efficiency for selenized CIGS films

Devices with intermediate initial Voc, FF products appear to degrade more than devices
with greater or smaller products (Fig. 3.2), although there standard deviation for this data is
quite large (not shown in the plot).   It is possible that the devices with smaller products
suffer from other problems that mask the effect under study.
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Figure 3.2.  Device degradation after 75 days storage as a function of the initial Voc x FF.
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3.22  Recovery via light soaking

The dark aging effect is reversible upon light-soaking, however the resurrection is not
always complete.  Table 3.2 below shows the fraction of the initial Voc, FF and Voc x FF the
devices attained after light-soaking.  Three of the seven runs achieved higher average
values than those initially measured.  It appears that the lower the devices fall, the more
difficult it is to return them to their initial values (Fig. 3.3).  In the case of run 1711,  no
significant difference in characteristics was observed between 1 hour and 40 hours of light-
soaking.  This implies that the degradation is occasionally irreversible.  For devices that do
not return to their original efficiency after light-soaking, the cause is almost always due to a
lower Voc.  In almost all cases, these devices are the closest to being Cu-rich.

Table 3.2.  Ratios of Voc, FF, and Voc x FF after1 hr. light-soaking at AM1.5 relative to
their initial values.

run # Voc FF (VocxFF)

1705 1.005 1.009 1.014
1707 0.988 0.969 0.959
1709 1.003 1.016 1.020
1710 1.018 1.029 1.048
1711 0.949 0.987 0.937
1712 0.974 0.986 0.960
1713 0.969 0.994 0.964
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Figure 3.3.  Average efficiency of runs after 1 hr. light-soaking vs. the average efficiency
prior to light-soaking, both normalized to the initial efficiency.
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To gain further insight into the light-soaking effects observed in devices made from
selenized CIGS, diode parameters have been extracted by modeling the J-V characteristics
as a function of light-soaking time.  Device 1705a1 was measured several times at 100
mW/cm2 while being light-soaked between 3 - 3455 seconds under short-circuit conditions.
3 seconds was the amount of time during the initial measurement for the I-V region of
interest to be measured.  The sample was heat-sunk to an Al block with a silicone heat sink
compound during the measurements.  As previously observed, the fill factor increased with
increasing light-exposure.  The standard device characteristics for each light-exposure time
are listed in Table 3.3 below, with some of the curves being shown in Figure 3.4 following.

Table 3.3.  Device parameters as a function of light-soaking time.

soak time (s) Voc (V) Isc (mA) FF (%)
1 0.483 5.34 58.6
5 0.481 5.43 60.2
40 0.480 5.44 62.5

155 0.472 5.36 64.3
455 0.479 5.45 65.6
1055 0.473 5.51 64.7
3455 0.476 5.67 65.9
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Figure 3.4.  J-V characteristics as a function of light-soaking time.

The I-V data were modeled and the series resistance and diode quality factor were
extracted using the method of Sites and Mauk [10].  The results for these two parameters
are plotted below as a function of the light exposure time.  The series resistance was
observed to drop from about 2.6 to 1.0 Ωcm2.  The decrease in series resistance was nearly
linear when plotted on a semi-log scale.  The experimental diode quality factor, on the
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other hand, remained nearly constant within experimental error over the measurement
interval.
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Figure 3.5.  Experimental diode quality factor and series resistance as a function of light-
soaking time.
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Figure 3.7.  The improvement of devices upon 1 hr. light-soaking as a function of the
amount of degradation in the Voc, FF product after 75 days.

3.23  Cyclic dark aging/light soaking

Further analysis of the light-soaking effect has revealed that, not surprisingly, the effect is
somewhat reversible.  The data for one set of contacts (24) from one run (H1725) is shown
in Figure 3.8 below.  The data is normalized to the initial efficiency and averaged.  So that
the effect could be explored in a short time frame, the cells were made with an especially
thin CdS layer which apparently accelerates the degradation.  The cells were measured,
light-soaked for one hour, and then re-measured at periods of  8, 29, 36, and 57 days.  The
cells returned nearly to their original efficiency after each light-soaking.  What is surprising
is that the degree of degradation diminishes after several light-soakings.   It is unknown
whether the effect is due to the accumulated light exposure (like charging a battery), the
cycling between illuminated and unilluminated states, or simple aging.  These samples will
be followed to further explore this effect.  Meanwhile, experiments will be conducted to
explore the other hypotheses.
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Figure 3.8.  Normalized efficiency of devices from H1725 over the course of time.
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Other process parameters that influence the light-inhibited degradation besides the Cu/In
ratio (Se flux, temperatures, termination, CdS thickness, etc.) are being examined. In this
regard, cells near the center of the sample area are generally of higher quality than those
around the perimeter. Another parameter with some apparent control over the change in
Voc x FF after a one week period is the CdS thickness. One possibility is that a thicker CdS
film leads to a higher roomlight Voc (this is fact) sufficient to effect a degree of light-
soaking.

3.24  Effect of moisture after CIGS formation

The effect of moisture between the formation of CIGS and further window layer processing
has been explored.  CIGS was formed by selenizing and terminating a pilot line precursor
in the R&D reactor.  The CIGS was cut into pieces and stored for 15 hours under various
conditions before CBD CdS and ZnO were deposited.  The four conditions were:

1)  stored with desiccant in a sealed container
2)  stored in room air
3)  stored at 100% humidity at 20°C in a sealed container
4)  stored in DI water at room temperature

An adjacent piece of each sample was stored in vacuum during this interval as a control
and all pieces were processed together for CdS and ZnO.  Devices were made and tested
the same day.  The results are shown in Figure 3.9.  There was no discernible degradation
observed for the sample stored in desiccant.  The other 3 samples showed significant
degradation in the order: room air, 100% humidity, DI water.  It may be concluded that the
primary cause of degradation of the devices is related to moisture, not oxygen alone, and is
probably associated with the diffusion of sodium from the glass.
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Figure 3.9.  Effect of CIGS storage under various conditions prior to CdS/ZnO deposition.

3.25  Stability of CIGS prepared by the new FORNAX process

Three sets of devices from runs H1751, H1754, and H1761 have been tracked to determine the
stability of device characteristics.  All three CIGS depositions were made by the FORNAX
technique and window layers were deposited in the standard fashion (CBD CdS, sputtered
ZnO).  Average total area device efficiencies for all three sets were 10-11%.  Each data
point in Figure 3.10 represents the average of 24 devices or slightly fewer (some were damaged
during testing), normalized to their initial Voc x FF.  No intentional light-soaking was
employed.  Samples were stored in lab ambient between measurements.  Thus far, all three
device sets have changed less than 2% in Voc x FF during the course of this study, probably
well within the measurement error.  Most devices made from selenized CIGS had degraded
considerably more during a similar period stored in the same location (up to 13%).  This
monitoring will be continued to more fully verify the device stability.
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4.0  Minimodule Fabrication

4.1  Purpose and Methods

To qualify the CIGS process for module manufacture, and to determine the module
efficiency that can be expected if all films were uniform, minimodules are fabricated.
Laser scribing was used for the Mo (see section 5.3), while the 2nd and 3rd scribes (P2 and
P3) were performed mechanically on a small x-y table.  Modifications were made to the
mechanical scribing of P2 to expose a wider area by making two scribes offset by 50 µm.
The total width of P2 is now about 150µm.  This action was taken based on evidence that
series resistance is introduced if the width of P2 is too narrow (< ~ 60 µm).

4.2  Results

Four test interconnects were made from the CIGS samples of run 1724.   The I-V
characteristics of the four interconnects are shown in the I-V plot (Figure 4.1) and table
(Table 4.1) below.
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Figure 4.1.  I-V curves of a set of minimodules from run 1724.

Table 4.1.  Photovoltaic parameters of the set of minimodules.

sample area
cm2

cells Voc
volts

Isc
mA

FF
%

Pmax

W
Eff.
%

1724a 32.8 16 7.55 63.8 66.0 0.318 9.7
1724b 33.0 15 6.94 68.1 62.1 0.293 8.9
1724c 33.6 16 7.33 67.6 61.9 0.307 9.1
1724d 33.0 15 6.95 68.7 61.2 0.292 8.9
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Samples 1724b and 1724d were less Cu-poor (and close to Cu-rich at one end) than the
other two samples and have slightly lower Voc’s as a result.  The higher fill factor of 1724a
is at least partly due to higher quality CIGS, but may also be a result of an accident during
ZnO deposition (one end of the sample slipped from the mounting plate during deposition
and became very hot).  The sheet resistance of ZnO films deposited on glass under the
same conditions was 10-12 Ω/sq.  Because the sheet resistance of ZnO deposited on
CIGS/CdS is typically 20-30% higher, the sheet resistance of ZnO on the interconnects is
probably 12-16 Ω/sq.  The effective total area Jsc on all four samples is 31 - 32 mA/cm2

while the Jsc on test devices made in identical runs (with Rsh of 16-18 Ω/sq.) is 37 -38
mA/cm2.  Allowing for a 10% interconnect area loss, 2-3 mA/cm2 remain to be accounted
for.  At least some of this loss may be due to absorption in the slightly thicker ZnO.  It was
later discovered that the sputtering gas contained impurities (probably water) that degraded
the optical qualities of the ZnO.  This problem was eliminated by replacing the gas
cylinder.  An aperture area efficiency of 9.7% was achieved in this series of samples.

5.0  Module Fabrication and Performance

5.1  Processing Steps

The major processing steps involved in module fabrication are listed in Table 5.1.  Some of
these steps consist of several distinct operations. For example, precursor deposition
involves multiple depositions of different materials (by sputtering and linear source
evaporation), and preparation for lamination involves edge isolation, bus bar attachment,
hole drilling for lead out, and layout of the EVA film.   Also shown in this table are quality
control procedures and characterization methods applicable to each step.

Table 5.1  Quality Control Procedures for CIGS Module Fabrication

Operation QC/Characterization

1.   Select glass Determine tin side
2.   Wash glass Inspection
3.   Sputter Mo Contactless sheet resistance;

thickness; mechanical stress
4.   Laser scribe (P1) Check isolation
5.   Deposit precursor Thickness; mass
6.   CIGS compound formation Resistance; composition; thickness
7.   CBD CdS Color; transmission
8.   Sputter initial ZnO Sheet resistance; diagnostic Voc, Isc

9.   Mechanical scribe (P2) Exposure of Mo
10. Sputter final ZnO Sheet resistance; thickness; transmission
11. Mechanical scribe (P3) Module I-V; diagnostic cell I-V;

QE; thermal imaging; contact  res.
12. Prepare for lamination Inspection
13. Vacuum laminate Module I-V; inspection
14. Attach boot and wires Inspection
15. Cure Module I-V; label
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5.2  Linear Source Evaporation

The ability of appropriate linear source designs to deposit a substantially uniform thin film
across a substrate moving in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the source has been
verified by modeling [1].  For each full pass of the substrate under a source with constant
emission strength, the relative thickness distribution in the x direction (x parallel to the
source, and the source extending from x1 to x2) is

t(x)  ∝∝∝∝  (x2 - x)/sqrt{h2 + (x2 - x)2} - (x1 - x)/sqrt{h2 + (x1 - x)2}

where h is the height of the source above the substrate.  In Figure 5.1 we show the
thickness distribution obtained for a simple 20” source spaced at 2,3,4,5, and 6” from the
substrate, and the distribution obtained for an optimized source at an appropriate spacing.
For the latter 20” source a uniform coating width of about 16” can be obtained.  Scaling to
longer sources is straightforward.

EPV linear source design
20 inch source, spaced 2 - 6 inches from substrate
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Figure 5.1.  Thickness profiles obtained for simple and optimized linear evaporation
sources

5.3  Patterning

The function of the first patterning step is to separate the Mo into isolated strips.  This step
can be accomplished by laser scribing using the green beam (532 nm) of a frequency-
doubled YAG laser.  The Mo-coated plate is mounted on an x-y table and translated under
the stationary laser beam.  The controlling software is written by EPV. Currently, a fiber
coupled, laser diode pumped, Q-switched laser operating in TEM00 mode is employed.  An
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LBO crystal is used for doubling, and an acousto-optic Pockels cell for Q-switching.
Verification of electrical isolation between the Mo strips is performed as part of quality
control.

The second and third patterning steps are performed to expose the Mo and to sever the
ZnO.  These steps can be accomplished by mechanical scribing of the CIGS using a blade
shape chosen to minimize the width of the cut.  During Phase III, various upgrades were
made to the system so that the scribing operation is now semi-automated.  These upgrades
included addition of a computer system and user-interface software, closed-loop servo
motor indexing of position, and addition of safety limit switches for over travel protection.
The improvements allow for more accurate positioning of the knives (≈10µm/step), higher
throughput, and better plate-plate repeatability.

5.4  Encapsulation

Preparation of the patterned CIGS plate for lamination includes removal of films around
the periphery of the substrate, attachment of Al foil bus bars by ultrasonic welding, and
drilling of the substrate for lead out.  The interconnect scheme and foil location is shown in
Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2.  Monolithically integrated CIGS module showing interconnect scheme and
metal foil busbars at module edges.

The layout of the monolithically-interconnected plate prior to lamination is shown in
Figure 5.3.  The standard plate area is 4294 cm2.  Lamination is performed in a vacuum
laminator using fast cure EVA in sheet form.  Electrical connections to the module are
made via two strain-relieved, insulated wires that are connected to the foils under a silicone
boot for environmental protection.  The module is frameless, and is mounted via four Al
extrusions glued to the back of the substrate glass.  This encapsulation scheme is similar to
the one used by EPV in its fabrication of tandem junction a-Si modules.
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Layout of CIGS Plate before Encapsulation

Figure 5.3.  Layout of CIGS plate prior to lamination.
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5.5  Module Performance

After completion of  full-size plates in the pilot line, diagnostic testing usually reveals one
or two edge regions to have somewhat inferior performance.  Occasionally an edge region
is cut off, and the resulting plate is then re-tested and laminated.  One such plate was
laminated with EVA to a low-iron cover glass and sent to NREL for efficiency verification.
The NREL I-V curve for this module, obtained in sunlight, is shown in Figure 5.4. The
aperture area of this module was 3156 cm2, and the corresponding efficiency 6.25%.  The
module produced  19.7 watts at 997 W/cm2 irradiance and a module temperature of 24.9
°C, the PV parameters being Voc = 37.4 V (average Voc per cell 456 mV),  Isc = 1.00 A, and
FF = 52.6%.

Figure 5.4.  I-V curve measured by NREL for a 19.7 watt, 3156 cm2 glass-glass
encapsulated CIGS module.

A later plate, measured in sunlight at EPV, produced 25.0 watts at an irradiance of 1052
W/cm2, corresponding to an aperture area (3100 cm2) efficiency of 7.65%.  The PV
parameters were Voc = 31.0 V, Isc = 1.46 A, and FF 55.4%.  The I-V curve is shown in
Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5.  I-V curve measured in sunlight at EPV for a 25 watt, 7.65% CIGS module.

5.6  Module Diagnostics

A new diagnostic technique was developed at EPV in order to be able to map the quality of
the CIGS device across a large monolithic plate in a non-destructive manner [1-3].  The
method is illustrated in Figure 5.6.  The entire module is illuminated and driven through its
I-V curve by a computer-controlled bipolar supply, while three probes pick up voltages
from which local cell current and voltage values can be inferred.  The positioning of the
probes is shown in the inset to the figure.  The intrinsic I-V curve of the cell on which the
2nd and 3rd probes are placed is obtained by plotting V23 = V2 - V3 (proportional to cell
current) versus V12 = V1 - V2 (cell voltage).  The fill factor of the cell is then calculated in
the usual way. Prior to invention of this technique, determination of the fill factor at a
given location on a plate required destructive scribing of the films to isolate a small
diagnostic cell.  If, as a reasonable first approximation, it is assumed that the module short-
circuit current distributes evenly across the plate, then the local sheet resistance of the zinc
oxide can be calculated from the measured V23 as Rsq = 2V23 /[Jsc(x3

2-x2
2)], where x3 and

x2 are the distances of probes 3 and 2 from the edge of the cell.

The technique has been used to map Voc and FF across the surface of large area, patterned
CIGS plates and has been instrumental in detecting gradients in performance [2].  The
technique has also been applied to decompose the measured fill factor of a CIGS module
into the intrinsic device fill factor and the effect of ZnO sheet resistance.  Existing
diagnostic data concerning the local device fill factor for seven CIGS modules were
averaged across each plate (see Table 5.2).  Next, from computer modeling of module fill
factor (at 1000 W/m2) versus ZnO sheet resistance, fill factor reduction factors (defined as
FF( Rsq )/FF( Rsq = 0 ), where Rsq is the ZnO sheet resistance) were calculated.  The
predicted module fill factor was then calculated as diagnostic fill factor times fill factor
reduction factor.  From Table 5.2 it can be seen that this calculation, using the average
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diagnostic fill factor and diagnostic ZnO sheet resistance determined by the new
techniques, indeed closely predicted the actual measured module fill factor.  This confirms
our ability to quantify the relative contributions of intrinsic device fill factor and ZnO sheet
resistance in determining the fill factor of a module.  This understanding is an important
tool for further module optimization.

Table 5.2.   Comparison of predicted module fill factor (based on diagnostic data) and
measured module fill factor for seven CIGS modules

Average
diagnostic FF

(%)

diagnostic
ZnO Rsq

(ohms/sq.)

FF reduction
factor

predicted
module FF

(%)

measured
module FF

(%)
62.0 27 0.83 51.4 54.5
63.5 36 0.77 49.0 50.8
58.0 30 0.81 47.2 46.6
57.3 38 0.76 43.8 46.5
60.8 51 0.70 42.6 41.9
50.2 33 0.79 39.8 40.4
43.4 54 0.68 29.4 31.1
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